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File lock is blocking my code I'm using wxWidgets. I'm developing an application for Linux. It's an endless runner game. I

added a loop to check for keyboard and accelerometer inputs and updates the game accordingly. But it seems like the lock is
blocking my code, it breaks my game. How should I solve this problem? Thank you. void

Player::checkAccelerometer(wxAccelerometerEvent& event) { if (event.GetAccelerationX()!= 0 || event.GetAccelerationY()!=
0) return; // Shift the player sprite #ifdef AUDIO_DEBUG wxTheApp->ShowStatusText(wxString::Format("Shift: %d, %d",

event.GetAccelerationX(), event.GetAccelerationY())); #endif // Move the player sprite m_player.x +=
(int)event.GetAccelerationX() + (int)m_player.skew.x; m_player.y += (int)event.GetAccelerationY() + (int)m_player.skew.y;

m_player.direction = normalizeAngle(atan2(event.GetAccelerationY(),
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English, BanglaDianne Feinstein and Jeff Sessions have

launched a new effort to undo the Clean Air Act. The Supreme
Court is currently considering the legality of two Obama-era
rules: the Clean Power Plan and the Mercury and Air Toxic

rule. Democrats like the former assistant attorney general and
mayor of San Francisco Dianne Feinstein are opposed to both
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rules, arguing that they will endanger both public health and the
climate. And Sen. Jeff Sessions (R-AL) has been involved in
the effort to block the rules in the Supreme Court since June.
Despite the broad and bipartisan opposition, Sessions’ efforts
have found support from Trump appointee Brett Kavanaugh.
Kavanaugh testified for the government in a case challenging
EPA’s reduction of the legal deadline for completing a Clean

Air Act rule from 2008 to 2015. At the hearing, the Republican
justices pressed Kavanaugh on what he would do in the case if a

conservative president has not been in office since 2008, but
instead someone like President Trump. Kavanaugh replied: “If I
were in a position to be on the court, knowing what I know now,
I’d vote for an extension of the deferral.” Kavanaugh went on to
argue that even if the Clean Air Act was still valid, the Supreme
Court would still need to overturn the Trump administration’s

interpretation. “Without the benefit of Supreme Court
precedent or the Court itself ruling on it, the lower court

obviously was able to say there was not a legal interpretation of
the statute,” he said. “If Congress changed it, of course, the
Supreme Court may well disagree with that interpretation. I

have no idea.” The Clean Power Plan and Mercury and
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